Use of explanted human hearts as a model for the study of cardiac pathophysiologic conditions.
The purpose of this paper is to describe an isolated heart model that uses human hearts to study cardiomyopathy. Techniques of organ preparation and perfusion are described that result in successful restoration of explanted human hearts to a beating condition. Native hearts of transplant recipients were placed on an isolated perfusion circuit immediately after explant. After appropriate organ and circuit preparation these hearts were restored to a functional state. Studies were done to assess the stability over time and response to inotropic stimulation. Six of seven hearts were returned to a functional condition. Left ventricular pressure generation ranged from 56 to 118 mm Hg (mean 84.8 +/- 34.11) at physiologic loading conditions. Hearts remained functional from 67 to 271 minutes (mean 152 +/- 71.7) and retained up to 70% of functional capacity after 120 minutes. Hearts performed in isovolumic and ejecting modes. Hearts had a marked response to inotrope administration not previously described. We conclude that human hearts can be reproducibly restored to a functional condition after explant from transplant recipients and can be maintained in a beating state with reasonably stable pressure generation for an extended period of time, which makes this a useful model with which to study cardiac pathophysiologic conditions. These hearts demonstrate an appropriate response to inotropes not previously observed, most likely because of improved myocardial preservation and stringent control of perfusate chemical make-up.